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Strategic and Local Views  

 
M47. Would policies HC3 and HC4 provide an effective and justified 

approach to protect and enhance the composition and character of 
strategic views and their landmark elements in London?  

 
In particular:  
 

a) Would Policy HC3 be an effective and justified strategic framework 
for the preparation of local plans and neighbourhood plans in relation to 

the protection of those views?  

 

b) Policy HC3 G and para 7.3.6 refer to local views. Are ‘local views’ a 

strategic matter? If so, what is the justification for giving such views 
the same degree of protection as strategic views? In this regard, would 

the policy be effective?  

 

c) Would the criteria in policy HC4 provide an effective and justified 

basis for development management? Would they provide sufficient 
clarity to enable a decision maker to reconcile competing 

considerations? 

 

Strategic Views: 
 

The Mayor is responsible for designating a list of strategic views that he 
will keep under review. However, successive mayors do not appear to 

have done this. The list of views has only had one view added since the 
2004 London Plan – the 2011 Plan added one “townscape view” – 

Parliament Square – Palace of Westminster. The Strategic Views on the 
London Plan still reflects the early criticism that it was a “Zone 1 plan” 

when it comes to views. 

 
London Forum has repeatedly highlighted the need for more “river 

prospects” to be designated, especially upstream of Lambeth Bridge, 
before these are all irreparably harmed by developments along the banks 

of the Thames. 



 
Proposal 

 
London Forum proposes that the Mayor should undertake an early 

review of strategic views, to identify new strategic views, especially 
along and across the Thames upstream of Lambeth Bridge, views of the 

pagoda in Kew Gardens, views from Richmond Park, as well as 
“upgrading” some of the more important “local views”, such as the longer 

views within the Royal Parks. 
 

 
M47 a) Approach/Framework 

London Forum strongly supports the approach of the London Plan’s 
Strategic Views and Local Views Policies (HC3 and HC4) which produce a 

robust framework for the protection and management of strategic views, 

which are valued designated heritage assets.  
 

However, how these policies are applied in practice is another matter. 
London Boroughs may be concerned about how tall buildings affect their 

own borough, but take less interest in how tall buildings in their area 
might affect neighbouring boroughs. The evidence for this is strongest 

along the Thames – the legacy of tall buildings along the Thames from 
the last 20-30 years demonstrates the problem. The role of the London 

Plan, but more critically of the Mayor and his Planning Decisions Unit, in 
acting as a steward of the London skyline and the riverscape, is the key 

to the effectiveness of the policy. The individual London Boroughs need 
the strategic policy framework of policies of HC3 and HC4, but they also 

need leadership and commitment from the Mayor.  
 

There is a particular conflict when it comes to Opportunity Areas, such as 

Vauxhall/Nine Elms/Battersea, Earl’s Court/West Kensington and White 
City, but these are “protected” by the “Zone 1” nature of the Views 

Management Framework, and by the those on the South Bank, Waterloo 
and London Bridge, Borough and Bankside. Since the GLA was the main 

partner in producing the Opportunity Area Planning Frameworks from 
2008, there have been major pressures for large and tall buildings that 

strongly affect the views within London.  
 

Within the draft London Plan, the pressures for intensification are very 
strong, and have led to most of the recent Mayoral call-in cases being 

about recovering cases refused by the London Borough because of the 
likely impact of tall buildings, in order to increase the amount of housing, 

especially affordable housing, within the scheme. Whilst most of these 
cases did not affect strategic views, it illustrates the priority given by the 

Mayor to intensification. 

London Forum is concerned that, if the Mayor does not give priority to 
protecting views, and Historic England does not have the resources to 



comment on more than the most important cases, it is often left to local 
civic societies to make the running, in persuading their borough and the 

Mayor, and, planning inspector’s on appeal. Policies HC3 and HC4 are 
essential for holding decision makers to account. They are vital in the 

battle to defend London’s skyline.   
 

 
Local Views 

 
M47 b) The London Plan provides a framework for the protection of 

views, with the Mayor designating “strategic views”, whilst boroughs 
provide policies for treatment of their locally-designated views. These 

vary from Westminster’s “metropolitan views” to the locally-important 
views, such as those within, into and out of conservation areas. Boroughs 

have designated their “views” through borough-wide characterisation 

studies, assessments for the suitability of areas for tall buildings or 
conservation area appraisals. As the minor change proposed to para 7.3.6 

indicates, not all boroughs have undertaken such studies, let alone named 
these views in their Local Plan. London Forum considers that where these 

designated views are “buried” in SPDs or appraisals, these may not be 
given the weight they should have. 

 
Whilst the approach is “strategic”, the degree of importance in assessing 

the impact of major applications on the locality, the surrounding area and 
the skyline will depend on the decision maker. Borough decision makers 

will focus on the areas within their borough and take limited notice of the 
views of neighbouring boroughs.  

 
Nevertheless, the strength of the approach – advocating the designation 

of local views – is one of greater consistency in taking account of, 

protecting and enhancing views. 
 

 
Criteria in Policy HC4 

 
M47 c) The London Forum considers that the policy criteria for Policy HC4 

are appropriate, effective and justified for development management. It 
provides a good framework for assessing the impact of major 

developments on designated views, indicating not only that proposals 
should not harm these designated heritage assets, but they should “make 

a positive contribution to the characteristics and composition of the 
strategic views and their landmark elements.” This is a stronger/better 

statement than anything contained in Policy D8: Tall Buildings which has 
a distinct “policy void” at the front end of the policy. (see proposal below) 

 

Whilst the Policy criteria are clear, their effectiveness in influencing 
decisions where there are competing considerations depends on: 



•  the political priorities of the Mayor as interpreted by the GLA 
Planning Decisions Unit; 

•  the degree to which other competing considerations have 
compromised the policy through such “policies” as Opportunity Area 

Policy Frameworks, even though they only have SPD status;  
•  the political priorities of borough promoting growth within their 

area, often driven by Opportunity Areas; and  
•  the willingness and ability of neighbouring boroughs, community 

groups, statutory consultees and campaign groups to challenge 
developments. 

  
 

Proposal:  
The first sentence of Policy 7.4A should be adapted to be the opening 

statement of Policy D8: Tall Buildings, particularly the need for tall 

buildings to make a positive contribution to London’s skyline. 
 

D8: Tall Buildings 
 

New A: Tall buildings should not harm and should make a positive 
contribution to the character of the locality, its streetscape, 

the townscape and to London’s skyline. 
 

London Forum repeats the point raised in our statement for M45 on 
the historic environment, as follows:- 

 
There is a problem affecting consideration of many development proposals by 
boroughs and members of the public and that is the ‘verified views’ that are part 

of planning applications. They often fail to indicate the true impact that a new 
building will have on its surroundings. 
 

The standard approach used for the Views Management Framework – taking a 
wide-angle (24mm) lens from a specified viewpoint and superimposing the 

changes to the skyline – has one virtue: it is standardised. HOWEVER, it has one 
major disadvantage – it emphasises the foreground and “pushes away” the 

middle and especially the background. As a result, the “verified views” are 
nothing of the sort, as they tend to minimise the impact. When compared with 
what the human eye would see, which is the equivalent of a 50mm focal length 

lens, these “views” do not give a fair assessment of the impact of these 
additions to the skyline. The use of this “industry standard” technique has 

severely underestimated the impact of new tall buildings on London’s skyline, 
which is particularly important for World Heritage Sites, historic assets as well as 
the London protected views. It has an implication also for boroughs’ 

consideration of the impact of proposed development on local views and 
conservation areas. 

 
There should be some discussion on this at the NLP EiP and it is hoped that the 
GLA would have commissioned evidence on this problem for consideration so 

that policies can be improved to cover the subject. 
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